**SHOT System**

The SHooting Organizational Technology (SHOT) system is a SSSF proprietary youth shooting sports team management and competition information technology (IT) system used to securely and perpetually manage all information for a Scholastic Clay Target Program (SCTP) or Scholastic Action Shooting Program (SASP) team.

**Manage All Team Information** The SHOT system allows your team administrators (coaches) to manage the team information, coach information, and athlete information. Competitions big and small are administered through SHOT and historical shooting records can be reported and used in a variety of ways such as tracking athlete progress, and providing shoot history when applying to college.

**Competition Opportunities** through the Scholastic Clay Target Program (SCTP) and Scholastic Action Shooting Program (SASP) are at the heart of the SHOT system! Your team can setup and conduct SCTP/SASP shoots and allow for **pre-squading** online. Once the shoot has started, reports are available to help run a smooth shoot, post scores online in “real-time” and simplify awards presentations at the end of the event. All SCTP and SASP regional and national event registration is available through SHOT. Other capabilities like running **statewide conferences and virtual leagues** are also available. For the Scholastic Action Shooting Program, SHOT can import and export data to facilitate **tablet-based scoring** with popular action shooting software programs.

**The SHOT system is FREE** because it is THE registration system for the Scholastic Clay Target Program (SCTP) and Scholastic Action Shooting Program (SASP). You “get” the SHOT system as an active member-team of the SCTP or the SASP when you sign up your coaches and athletes for the program. All tools are at your disposal, and a simple website is available for your team as well.

**Spend more time coaching and less time managing data!!**

**Check scores in real time from your mobile device!!**
**SHOT manages the unique needs of team-based youth shooting sports events** on a multi-level framework - all of which has been simplified for ease-of-use. SHOT will use the athletes that you have classified in your teams and populate them in registration forms for shoots that other teams or organizations in the SCTP set up. This allows for you to simply go out and squad your team yourself.

When the shoots are being held, SHOT creates all of your populated reports and scorecards for you, and allows a scorekeeper to enter scores. These scores are posted “live” and are immediately out on the web for spectators to view. This allows for a quick means of announcing awards, thus creating a fun, competitive environment throughout the shoot without the anxiety of waiting for a paper posting on a billboard.

**Can my gun club use the SHOT System for our adult/club leagues?**

No, the SHOT system was made exclusively for the Scholastic Shooting Sports Foundation and its programs. However, a similar software platform is available through ShootersPost, LLC, who can provide solutions for your shotgun sports club’s websites, membership, shoots, and leagues online. Your gun club can further support the SSSF and its programs by using ShootersPost! **For every SCTP team that signs up a gun club on ShootersPost, ShootersPost will donate a portion of the annual signup cost back to the SSSF.** Go to www.shooterspost.com for more information.

**To learn more about the SHOT system** or to request a demonstration, contact your SCTP/SASP state advisor or area **Regional Field Representative or Director of Development**.

**SHOT History:** The SHOT system started as a hand-crafted online tool for a club in northern Wisconsin to help them manage volunteer records, run shoots, and have a simple to use website. Chris Lucas, the creator of the system, in 2000, molded the system into a shoot, league, and membership management system, and was introduced to the youth shooting movement known as the SCTP. Chris took special interest in the SCTP, started a team, and started working on a contract basis with the SCTP, assisting in the running of 3 National Championship shoots in Sparta, Illinois. Eventually being offered a full-time position with SSSF as the IT Director, Chris again molded the code and redirected the focus to be specific to the needs of the SSSF (SCTP and SASP) to allow you, the teams, to use the system to manage your teams, coaches, athletes, and have a means of registering the athletes online and in a simple manner. It has also allowed for the SSSF to grow much larger, and conduct much larger shoots.